How to place order




Submit your order via our wholesale site at https://wholesale.rosettewellness.com
You must be a registered user to view this site. If you have not yet registered, please go to the web site, click
"Become a Wholesaler". Follow the prompts and submit your information.
You will need to submit this document including signature AND a copy of your “current” B.C.C. License

Minimum Order Value



The minimum order value must be $1,100 before excise tax for (FREE Delivery)
Less than $1,100 before excise tax, a $200 delivery fee with be added. (Humboldt County locals exempt)

Payment Terms & Collections Policy


Deliveries are COD unless prior arrangements have been made with your account manager to set up net
payment terms.

 Sales with net payment terms (non-COD) must be paid with a check or money order or they will be
charged a cash pick-up fee equaling 5% of the order value or a minimum of $200. (Exceptions may be
allowed with prior arrangement.)



Once an order is accepted, it is your responsibility to pay in full within the arranged terms of the sale. We cannot
deliver orders if your payments are not current.
We accept cash or checks. Make checks and money orders payable to:

Rosette Labworks LLC
1632 Broadway Street #121
Eureka, CA. 95501

8300
Any 
orders over $10,000, paid in cash, must be accompanied by a signed 8300 form. The distributor will collect this form
at time of delivery and it will be turned in to the IRS within 15 days of receipt.

Change of Payment Terms and Product Rejection
If the party receiving an order claims terms different from what was agreed upon at time of sale, the distributor will reach
out to Rosette Labworks to confirm the change of terms. If the dispatcher cannot get ahold of the Rosette Labworks
within 15 minutes, the driver will be instructed to stick to the original terms and will not leave the product. In the event of
a rejection, the driver will also attempt to contact Rosette Labworks to negotiate the rejection. We ask our retailers to
please understand that rejecting an order still incurs a delivery cost to the wholesaler and to please honor scheduled
delivery times and only reject defective or non-compliant items.

Product Return/Exchange
ALL SALES ARE FINAL
If defective product has been accepted by the retailer, Rosette Labworks will facilitate an even exchange for a nondefective version of the same type of cannabis good or in exchange for a cannabis good of equal value as outlined in
Article 7 of the B.C.C. regulations.
By signing this document, you agree to all the terms listed above.

Date

Business Name

BCC License #

Print Name & Title
CDPH-10002767 | C11-0000757-LIC

DBA
Signature

